FAQs

How do the rewind powers work?
Rewinding is one of the major features in Life is Strange. It gives you the ability to let Max
Caulfield rewind time, undoing any of her actions, as well as letting you keep items you
previously collected, and lets you teleport from where you last used it. In fact, this is used in a lot
of the puzzles in the game to help collect items you previously would not have been able to
collect, as well as skip previously impassable areas via teleporting.

What is collectible mode?
Collectible mode allows you to revisit past areas that you have progressed through. This way it
gives you the option of collecting anything you may have missed while you were playing the
game normally. This mode is special in that if give you the ability to skip dialogue and the
decisions you make in this mode do not carry over to your save, so you can collect all the
collectibles to your hearts content!

Puzzle notes
Episode 1

There’s a girl being shot in the Bathroom,
how do I save her?
Have a look at your surroundings, is there anything you can use to distract the attacker?
There’s a fire alarm, can you use something to set it off? That Trolley looks like it can be moved
and you can collect that hammer, remember that your rewind powers allow you to keep items
you have collected.

How do I Get past Victoria?
First of all try talking to Victoria, you soon find out that won’t work, so go turn on the sprinkler in
the utility cupboard, once you’ve done that wait for Samuel to pick up paint bucket and hang it
up, then Rewind, Tamper with paint bucket and Speak to Victoria again.

How do I Put music on in Chloe's room?
There should be a Metal box under the bed, you’ll have a conversation with Chloe about it, then
all you need to do is turn the power on and Turn HiFi on.

How do I Get the tools from Chloe's garage?
Go to garage past the living room to enter, have a look around and you should see some tools
on top of the washer/dryer, Turn on the washer/dryer and the tools will fall off, but you won’t be
able to reach them, try rewinding time and using the cardboard on the floor to catch the tools.

Episode 2

Where do I Find Kate's book?
When you’re in Max's room, Look under the sheet of paper on the drawer next to the sofa,
rewind time and move the drink, which should give you access to take the book.

How do I prove my powers to Chloe?
While you’re in the Booth, Talk to Joyce, continue on until Chloe asks you to prove your powers,
at one point Chloe will ask you whats in her pockets, you can say "I don't know" and should get
the option to look at the items on table and remember them, then you need to rewind time and
answer the options as follows; Keys -> Robot Panda -> Cigarettes -> 7 Cigarettes -> Money ->
86 cents -> Parking ticket -> 10:34 AM.
You will then be tasked to predict the future, wait until you are forced to rewind and record what
everyone is doing in the current area, which is; Trucker drops his mug -> Cop's partner leaves ->
Joyce breaks it up -> Cockroach crawls on jukebox.

Where are all the bottles in the scrap yard?
The first bottle should be by the refrigerator to the next to the area you first entered. You’ll have
to rewind time to get a crate, so you don’t smash the bottle. The second should be next to the
washing machine. The next bottle will be next to a campfire, but you’ll have to use your rewind
power to get out of this area. The fourth bottle should be in the Graffiti shrine that chole made,
finally, the last bottle should be located on top of the big boat in the scrapyard.

I don’t know where to tell Chloe to Shoot.
At first Chloe will shoot then you’ll get the option to rewind, tell Chloe to aim right, then for the
second bottle wait for Chloe to shoot, rewind, then tell her to shoot Up, tell Chloe to shoot the
"Wheel Rim" on the left then get Chloe to shoot the front tire on car.

Episode 3

How do I Get into the principle's office?
Search 5 areas in the room where Chloe is picking the lock which should start a Cutscene, after
this leave the room. On the Vending machine grab a Soda can, then go to the Science class, Pick
up the Sugar on the teacher's desk and the Weed killer on the shelf at back of class, then go to
the Photography classroom and grab Duct tape at the back of class. Now, go to Chloe and Give
her the pipebomb, at this point go into Principle Wells's office, now you can rewind and Unlock
the door.

How do I get access to David's laptop?
To access the laptop, first, go to the Garage, enter the car and use the sun visor, Read all pages in
the note under the sun visor and go back to the Laptop, and enter Family plus the Code appears.

How do I Get Frank's keys?
First of all Talk to Frank , then talk to the policeman about Nathan, Rewind time and Talk to
policeman about Prescott. Now, talk to Nathan about the policeman information, Rewind time
again. Talk to Nathan about the Blood Oath and finally Talk to Frank about Rachel's photo.

Where do I Find Frank's book?
Go to the RV, then the Bedroom. Enter the vent and go to the Kitchen and pick up the Knife ->
Pry open the vent then Give the book to Chloe.

How do I hide William's keys?
Wait for William to find keys under his hat on the coffee table then Rewind time, now Pick up his
keys and either Hide the keys in the sink or throw them out the window.

